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Dorking’s Easter Egg Adventure on The Deepdene Trail!
From 14th – 17th April The Deepdene Trail invites little ones along to its ‘Easter Egg
Adventure’! Can you crack Coady the lion’s code and pick up your chocolate prize from
Dorking Halls?

Coady the lion adores Easter chocolate and has locked away all of the Deepdene's treats. He
wants to keep them only for the best adventurers, so has left clues to follow around the
Deepdene Trail . . .Will you be able to crack Coady's code?

Clues are featured on the decorated Easter eggs hidden around the Trail. Those ready to take
on the challenge can either download the quiz sheet from www.deepdenetrail.co.uk and take it
with them to find the clues, or pick a sheet up at The Trail’s entrance – don’t forget a pencil!
Completing the adventure will take between 1 and 1.5 hours, depending on the skill and speed of
walkers involved and there is no cost for entrance or participation.

Successful code breakers will be able to pick up their chocolate prize from Dorking Halls Box
Office on completion of their adventure. We hope you have a 'cracking' time!
Leader of Mole Valley District Council, Councillor Vivienne Michael said, “This year we are
holding a range of events on The Trail and our Easter Egg Adventure is another great reason to
come and explore.
“On 17th/18th June we are holding a very special Shakespeare event with scenes from many
different plays presented within the atmospheric Trail’s gardens. Later in the year we support
Heritage Open Days and are planning a Christmas event too.
“If you haven’t visited The Deepdene Trail yet then please do, it is open every day and free to
enter.”
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Notes
We recommend parking in Dorking, nearest car park is Reigate road (behind Dorking Halls).
From there, walk the safe route around the cockerel roundabout to get to The Trail entrance.

More details and map at www.deepdenetrail.co.uk .
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